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Practical vortex diodes from pinning enhanced YBa2Cu3O7−δ
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We identify a scalable, practical route to fabricating a superconducting diode. The device relies for its
function on the barrier to flux vortex entry being reduced at the substrate interface of a superconducting pinning
enhanced YBa2Cu3O7−δ nano-composite film. We show that these composite systems provide a practical route
to fabricating a useful superconducting diode and demonstrate the rectification of an alternating current.

A Type-II superconducting system where vortices can move
more easily forward than backwards constitutes a vortex
diode. Such a system will give rise to a superconducting
diode when a transport current is applied [1]. This type of
device exhibits no voltage drop across it until a critical current
is reached and the magnitude of this critical current will
depend on the direction of current flow, this is the opposite
of the behaviour of a semiconductor diode. A practical
implementation of such a device could find applications in
AC-DC conversion, fault current limiters and superconducting
electronics.

Vortex diodes have been demonstrated utilising ratchet
effects from asymmetric pinning potentials [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
and asymmetric driving potentials[7]. These studies have
concentrated on the fundamental interest in these model
physical systems and the effects demonstrated have not
been compatible with large scale fabrication methods or
high currents. Additionally, several workers[8, 9, 10],
notably Jianget al., have reported superconducting diode-like
characteristics in low-Tc superconducting thin films due to
surface pinning effects.

In this letter, we describe the superconducting
diode behaviour of the cuprate-superconductor/non-
superconducting oxide nano-composites which have recently
driven order of magnitude increases in the current carrying
capacity of YBa2Cu3O7−δ[11, 12, 13](YBCO). Figure 1
shows the rectification of a low-frequency AC signal using
a sample investigated in this paper, a YBa2Cu3O7−δ +
RE3TaO7 film, a standard pinning enhanced cuprate material.

In YBa2Cu3O7−δ one of the most prominent features in
the dependence ofJc on the orientation of magnetic field
is the maximum found when the field is applied parallel to
the a-b planes. This maximum, often termed the ‘intrinsic’
pinning peak, was discovered early in the exploitation of
the cuprate superconductors[14]. The peak is a result of a
complex mixture of contributions including surface pinning,
the Ginzburg-Landau anisotropy of the material[15], the
layered structure of the material[16, 17] and in-plane oriented
pinning centres[18]. The importance of surface pinning is
often neglected although prior work on vicinal films, in which
geometrical effects are separated from intrinsic effects,shows
that it can be of a magnitude equal to the intrinsic pinning
[19].

We have experimentally observed, in several
different types of pinning-enhanced YBa2Cu3O7−δ

FIG. 1: Voltage measured across the measurement track when a90
mA (peak-peak) 0.5 Hz sine wave was applied in a 0.5 T in-plane
field.

[YBa2Cu3O7−δ + BaZrO3, YBa2Cu3O7−δ + RE3TaO7

and REaREbBa2Cu3O7−δ], that where the magnetic field
angular dependence ofJc was measured, maxima arising
from opposite magnetic field directions can be significantly
different. One peak characteristically exhibits a reduced
maximum, as shown in figure 2; a flattened maximum; or
even a local minimum superimposed on the ‘intrinsic peak’.
From the experimental geometry we have determined that the
suppressedJc maximum corresponds to entry of vortices at
the film-substrate interface, conversely the larger peak arises
from entry of vortices at the free surface.

This effect arises for in-plane fields because the strong
demagnetising factor associated with the large anisotropyof a
thin film is eliminated when magnetic field is applied parallel
to the film. In this geometry the difference between the surface
barriers at the two interfaces becomes apparent. Wherever
there is an abrupt change in superconducting properties over
a short distance[20] a barrier to vortex motion arises. The
barriers to vortex motion at the surface of a superconductor
are described by the Bean-Livingston model[21]. Of the
entry and escape barriers the entry barrier is larger[22], they
are differently affected by surface imperfections. Vodolazov
et al.[23] note that an asymmetry in critical current for
reversed Lorentz force will arise wherever surface pinningis
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FIG. 2: Variation ofJc with angle of applied field at +ve and -ve
0.25 T in a YBa2Cu3O7−δ + 5 mol % Yb3TaO7 film. The striking
difference between the in-plane maxima when the Lorentz force
direction is reversed is clearly apparent. The angleθ is that between
the applied magnetic field and thec-axis withθ=±90◦ representing
a field laying in the plane of the film. The field was rotated in a plane
perpendicular to the current direction.

FIG. 3: Comparison of the change inJc , scaled with respect to
the self-fieldJc,sf, with reversed Lorentz force in pure and Yb3TaO7

containing YBa2Cu3O7−δ at various fields. Closed symbols show
behaviour when vortices enter at the free surface and open circles
when vortices enter at the film-substrate interface.

significant. The asymmetry is most significant at small fields
where the surface pinning barrier is large compared to the
pinning force density on the vortex lattice. Kumaret al. have
experimentally demonstrated that the surface barrier can be
greatly reduced by grading the superconductor interface[24].

On the assumption that the effect seen in our films was
due to a graded interface reducing surface pinning at the
film-substrate interface, a number of rare earth tantalate
(RTO) doped films were prepared[11] in which growth

FIG. 4: Variation with field of the magnitude of the difference
between theJc of the two intrinsic peaks (∆Jc) normalised to the
self-fieldJc,sf. This dependence is shown at various temperatures.

conditions were chosen so as to encourage disorder at the
film-substrate interface. This involved using fast deposition
rates and low growth temperatures to slow the assembly
of the pinning enhanced phase. The resulting films had
normal transition temperatures (> 91 K) but due to the
non-optimum growth conditions somewhat reduced self-
field critical currents compared to that of standard RTO
+ YBa2Cu3O7−δ thin films. YBa2Cu3O7−δ + 5 mol %
Yb3TaO7 composition films were found to give the largest
anisotropy and it is data from such a film that we present
in this letter. Measurements were performed using a two-
axis goniometer mounted in an 8 T magnet[25], on a 1
mm long 500 nm x 90µm track patterned using standard
photolithographic techniques. A four terminal measurement
was used to obtainIV characteristics from which critical
current values were determined using a voltage criterion of
0.75µV.

Figure 2 clearly shows the large difference in critical
current when the Lorentz force is reversed, for an in-
plane magnetic field. It was also found that a reversal of
the measurement current direction produced the equivalent
anisotropy.

In figure 3 we show the striking difference between
the behaviour of the interface engineered YBa2Cu3O7−δ +
Yb3TaO7 film and a reference YBa2Cu3O7−δ sample grown
under standard conditions. It is apparent, that while the
pure YBa2Cu3O7−δ film does exhibit some surface pinning
anisotropy the effect is opposite to, and much smaller than,
that seen in the interface engineered film. We conclude that
the small effect seen in the pure YBa2Cu3O7−δ film is due to
the free surface being slightly rougher than the film-substrate
interface.

In figure 4 the magnitude of the difference in the surface
pinning at the two interfaces increases with decreasing
measurement temperature. The figure also highlights
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the decreasing anisotropy with increasing field for all
temperatures measured. The anisotropy extends beyond 1 T
with a peak being observed around 0.18 T. An explanation
involving surface pinning is consistent with the observed
behaviour for several reasons: the effect disappears in high
fields, consistent with the Bean-Livingston model[21], unlike
vortex channelling effects which are field independent [26,
27]; no asymmetric bulk pinning is present in the films; and
the films have large critical currents meaning that channelling
at poor growth-grain boundaries is not likely. Further, the
sample does not exhibit thec axis peak inJc which occurs
when nanorods are present[28], suggesting that channelling
along nanorod arrays is unlikely to be present.

In conclusion we have demonstrated a superconducting
diode with a 25% variation in critical current in pinning
enhanced YBa2Cu3O7−δ nano-composite films. We suggest
that this is a result of disorder that occurs in these mixed
oxide immiscible systems, meaning large area devices can be
reliably created through spontaneous interface grading. We
expect that a better understanding of how to control the film-
substrate interface in pinning-enhanced YBa2Cu3O7−δ will
permit further improvement of these diode-like properties.
Further, the existence of this diode effect means that it
is necessary to measure both in-plane peaks and avoid
commutating measurements of voltage when studying the
angular critical current dependence of such nano-composite
films.
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